
Robert Smith 
Hazmat Specialist

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Seeking to find a Hazmat Specialist position with an aggressive, fast-
growing, and quality-focused industry leader. Diversing background and 
experiences and proven track record proves me as a viable candidate for a 
position in your company.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Hazmat Specialist
ABC Corporation -   2013 – May 2014 

Responsibilities:

 Performed the less complex professional work in evaluation and 
regulatory inspections of storage, generation, and treatment facilities.

 Performed site assessments to identify and correct potential 
environmental, health and safety hazards and makes on-site corrections
of potential risks in areas that are directly related to hazardous waste, 
materials, chemicals, and environmental concerns and conditions.

 Responded to emergencies, spills, unauthorized discharges and other 
environmental problems.

 Supported operations that include, but are not limited to, accumulation 
and disposal of solid and hazardous waste, storage and shelf-life 
management of MSDS materials, HAZMAT spill prevention and 
control/recycling programs.

 Assisted in maintaining adequate inventories of spill kits, absorbent 
materials, containers and other supplies as necessary to ensure the 
proper containment, packaging, labeling, handling, storage, and public 
transportation of hazardous materials and waste to include radioactive 
materials.

 Inspected and ensured adequate supplies of eye-wash facilities and 
first-aid kits.

 Worked in tandem with other team members in supporting the overall 
Health, Safety &amp; Environmental Programs.

Hazmat Specialist
Delta Corporation -   2001 – 2002 

Responsibilities:

 FOB Lindsey, FOB Delaram, Camp Stone, FOB Farah, Kandahar Air Field, 
Shindand Air Field, FOB Aziz Ullah, Camp Leatherneck.

 Employment Details Assists other Hazmat Specialist and the War fighter
in the unloading, labeling, and storage of Hazardous waste (used oil, 
coolant, POLs, batteries and other waste products).

 Ensures all waste received is properly identified and labeled correctly.
 Removes and disposes hazardous materials and prepares the worksite 

to insure safety during removal.
 Manages the receipt, storage, and tracking of hazardous waste.
 Receives customers and visitors to the Hazardous Waste Storage Area 

(HWSA), answering questions and providing information on the 
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Microsoft Office Suite, 
Adobe Photoshop (Less 
than.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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requirements of the HWSA.
 Performs weekly inventories, label drums, inspect deliveries of 

HazMat/HazWaste.

Education

Diploma In General
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